Physics & Contemporary Architecture

Guest Lecture Series

Spring 2021

All eight guest lectures of the course PHSC11800 Physics & Contemporary Architecture at the
University of Chicago are public and open to anyone interested. They take place on Thursdays
at 5:30pm CST and will be presented as video conferences.
To join the lectures, please register at
https://uchicago.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJAvceirpjkrHdAmjTAxgtrgzJo23cRGjdAA
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information that will enable
you to join all subsequent Thursday Guest Lectures.
April 9

Richard Talaske (Talaske Group)
Rick Talaske relishes great soundscapes. The engineer-turned-scientist-turnedacoustician routinely explores the world’s great concert halls and theaters. Surveying
a hall’s soaring spaces and elegant architectural expressions, his mind translates a
room’s geometry, the character of its surfaces, its materials, and spatial dimensions
into acoustic possibilities. Analysis, investigation, and reverence converge to plumb
the space’s possibilities — to take away whatever secrets and lessons it might reveal.
Talaske is someone who is never satisfied with what he already knows.
Clients expect that Talaske’s rigorous technical and scientific education would result
in exacting methodology and specific design standards. He is cheerily unapologetic
about what might be experienced as “obsession with sound.” People don’t hire a
world-class acoustician to achieve only fair results. What surprises some people is
his passionate and enthusiastic advocacy for both performers and audience
members. As an avid lover of live performance himself, he strives to create spaces
that enhance live events.
Before founding his acoustical consulting firm nearly 20 years ago, Talaske was a
protegé of Larry Kirkegaard, advancing quickly to senior consultant where he was
assigned major design and project management responsibilities for the Portland
Center for Performing Arts, Bayfront Center St. Petersburg, Ordway Music Theatre,
and many music education facilities.

April 15

Erleen Hatfield (Hatfield Group)
Erleen Hatfield is the Managing Partner of the Hatfield Group. She has over 25
years of experience in the design of complex structures worldwide. She is both a
licensed engineer and architect with a deep appreciation of the value of design
and technical excellence. Her open-minded approach to design enables clients to
explore options to find the best fit for their project. Erleen brings an extensive
understanding of the evolving state of industry research and building codes,
sitting on code committees and engineering research non-profits boards.
Her experience includes over 12 years at Thornton Tomasetti engineers and 10
years as a Partner at Buro Happold.
She has taught Systems Integration courses at the Yale School of Architecture
with Martin Finio for over 15 years. She speaks frequently on innovation in
architecture and structural engineering.

April 22

James Carpenter (Carpenter Design Associates)
James Carpenter has worked at the intersection of art, engineering and the built
environment for 50 years, advancing a distinctive vision based on the use of natural
light and glass as the foundational elements of the built environment. Carpenter
founded the cross-disciplinary design firm James Carpenter Design Associates in
1979 to support the application of these aesthetic principles to large-scale building
projects.
Carpenter has also co-founded Carpenter Norris Consulting, which develops custom
daylighting systems for architectural structures that reduce reliance on electrical
lighting; and Carpenter/Lowings Architecture and Design, based in the United
Kingdom.
Carpenter has been recognized with numerous awards, including an Academy Award
in Architecture from the American Academy of Arts and Letters and a MacArthur
Foundation Fellowship. He holds a degree from the Rhode Island School of Design
and was a Loeb Fellow of Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design.

April 29

Aleksandar Sasha Zeljic (Gensler)
Aleksandar Sasha Zeljic has over 22 years of experience on a wide range of complex,
high-profile projects – including award winning Shanghai Tower, Manila’s Finance
Centre Tower, World Plaza and the Shirley Ryan Ability Lab in Chicago. Sasha strives
to design beautifully crafted, high performance buildings for clients around the
globe.
Serving as a Studio Director and Design Principal in Gensler’s Chicago Office, Sasha
also leads the Commercial Office Buildings Practice for the North Central Region, and
sits in the firm’s Global Practice Area Management Committee, working to deliver
innovative solutions for clients through his continued passion for excellence. Sasha’s
most recent work includes projects in Chicago’s West Loop: Fulton West – 1330 West
Fulton which was completed in 2017 and 333 North Green which was completed in
2020.

May 6

William Baker (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill)
Bill Baker is a structural engineering consulting partner at SOM where he has led the
structural engineering practice for over 20 years. Since joining the firm in 1981, he
has dedicated himself to extending the profession of structural engineering through
design, research, teaching, and professional activities.
Baker is best known for the development of the “buttressed core” structural system
for the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest manmade structure. While widely regarded
for his work on supertall buildings, Bill’s expertise also extends to long-span roof
structures and specialty structures such as the Broadgate Exchange House in London
and the Entrance Pavilion for General Motors’ Headquarters in Detroit. Baker has
also collaborated with numerous artists, including James Carpenter, Edra Soto, Janet
Echelman, Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle, James Turrell (Roden Crater), Petra Bachmaier,
and Jaume.

May 13

David Benjamin (The Living)
David Benjamin is Founding Principal of The Living and Associate Professor at
Columbia GSAPP. His work combines research and practice, with a focus on an
expanded and actionable framework of environmental sustainability. Exploring the
intersection of biology, computation, and a circular economy, Benjamin has
articulated three frameworks for harnessing living organisms for architecture: bioprocessing, bio-sensing, and bio-fabricating.
The Living has won many design prizes, including the Emerging Voices Award from
the Architectural League, the Young Architects Program Award from the Museum
of Modern Art and MoMA PS1, and a Holcim Sustainability Award. Recently,
Benjamin appeared in Rolling Stone as one of “25 People Shaping the Future,” and
The Living was ranked third on Fast Company’s list of World’s Ten Most Innovative
Architecture Firms. Recent projects include the Airbus NIS Engine Factory (a lowcarbon lighthouse project for the future of manufacturing), the Princeton
University Embodied Computation Lab (a new building for research on robotics and
IoT), Pier 35 EcoPark (a floating pier in the East River that changes color according
to water quality), and Hy-Fi (a branching tower for MoMA PS1 made of a new type
of biodegradable brick).

May 20

Jeanne Gang (Studio Gang)
Architect Jeanne Gang is the founding principal and partner of Studio Gang, an
international architecture and urban design practice headquartered in Chicago with
offices in New York, San Francisco, and Paris. Known for a distinctive approach that
expands beyond architecture’s conventional boundaries, she creates striking places
that connect people with their communities and the natural environment.
Her diverse portfolio across the Americas and Europe includes an expansion to the
American Museum of Natural History; a new United States Embassy in Brazil; and
the Global Terminal at O’Hare International Airport. A MacArthur Fellow and a
Professor in Practice at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, Jeanne has been
named one of TIME Magazine’s most influential people in the world. Her studio’s
new monograph, Studio Gang: Architecture, was published last Spring.

May 27

Ethan Silva (Performance Structures)
Ethan A. Silva has over forty years’ experience in the design, construction, and
installation of complex structural projects for the entertainment industry, the arts,
and in boat building and design. Past projects include major attractions for the
Atlanta Olympic City, Disney World Orlando, Universal Studios, Fox Studios Australia
Titanic Experience and structural effects for the world tours of Pink Floyd, U2, and
the Rolling Stones. Performance Structures, Inc. founded in 1992 by Silva, is
probably best known for fabricating Cloud Gate (the “Bean”) at Chicago’s Millennium
Park.

